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Dear Me Heylin,

NatIonal Federation of Federal Employees
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You, and the author, Bette Hi leman, are to be comITlended for
tackling the difficult subject of fluoridation in your l'.Ugust 1
issue and for doing it so well. You are absolutely correct in
pointing out that the traditional norms of scientific inquiry
seem to have been abrogated in the fluoridation debate. In
carrying out our own investigation, the National Federation of
Fed era 1 Err, P10Ye e s L0 c a 1 20 50', wh i c h r e pre s en t s the pro f e s s ion a 1s
at EPA headquarters, found the scientific suport docuIT.entation
for the latest drinking water standard to be unsupportable. We
have not taken a stand for or against fluoridation, but we have
taken a stand against abuse of the scientific process. EPA.
management's approach to setting a drinking water standard for
fluoride appears to us to be a clear case of such abuse, and a
Congressional inquiry seems to be in order.

EPA professionals have a clear right to operate In a
professionally ethical environment. As a result of the fluoride
case, NFFE has proposed a code of professional ethics to EPA
man age IT.e n t top rev e n tar e p kit ion 0 f t his a bus e . At t his
writing, EPA manageIT.ent is refusing to negotiate this proposal
which speaks volumes about their interest in the subject.

My only criticism of your report is your suggestion that the
issu1e of whether to fluoridate or not "can't be made purely on
the basis of scientific evidence." This ITlay be true if the risks
are slight. But, if the information that has been suppressed can
be verified, the risks may indeed be great and make the "choice"
on fluoridation a rather academic exercise.

Sincerely,

Robert J. arton,
President-Elect
NFFE Local 2050
Box 760'82
Washington, D.C. 20013


